INTERNAL OVEN THERMOMETERS

Oven Thermometers

easy to read bi-metal & spirit-filled

oven thermometers

horizontal oven thermometer
LOWER
PRICE!

800-931
800-809

These stainless steel oven thermometers feature clear
dials with colour-coded zones. The green marker
indicates the minimum temperature that commercial
hot food display units should be kept at. The
thermometers indicate temperature over the range of
0 to 300 °C (800-809) and 50 to 300 °C (800-931)
both in 10 °C divisions.
The units can be free-standing or hung from a shelf
and should be positioned in the middle of the oven or
appliance for the most accurate temperature reading.
order code
800-809
800-931

description
Ø55 mm dial oven thermometer
Ø50 mm dial oven thermometer

This stainless steel, spirit-filled, oven thermometer
indicates temperature over the range of ambient to
275 °C in 10 °C increments. The thermometer case
measures 35 x 60 x 125 mm.
The horizontal oven thermometer can be free-standing
or hung from a shelf. The oven thermometer should
be positioned in the middle of the oven for the most
accurate temperature reading.
order code
800-941

description
horizontal oven thermometer

Thermometer & Probe Kit
for Sous-Vide cooking

NEW!

This thermometer and probe kit has been specifically
designed for Sous-Vide cooking. Each kit is supplied
with two miniature Sous-Vide needle probes and a
high accuracy Therma 1 thermometer. For the full
specification on the Therma 1 thermometer, see page
37. This represents excellent value-for-money as each
kit is supplied in a FREE carrying case and a FREE tub
of ProbeWipes.
Each kit contains
1 x 221-041 Therma 1 thermometer
1 x 133-109 60 mm Sous-Vide needle probe
1 x 133-110 120 mm Sous-Vide needle probe
1 x 806-150 waterproof countdown timer
1 x 836-022 mini tub of 70 ProbeWipes
1 x 600-480 Sous-Vide foam tape
1 x 834-150 ABS carrying case
order code description
860-035
Sous-Vide thermometer kit
FREE traceable certificate of calibration included
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& cooking thermometer
 dual display - temperature & countdown timer
 high temperature detachable probe
The combined clock, countdown timer and thermometer displays
both the actual and the alarm temperature over the range of 0
to 300 °C and simultaneously the countdown or the actual time.
The timer will count down or up from/to 23 hours, 59 minutes
and 59 seconds and the real time clock will display the time in
either a 12 or 24-hour format.
The oven thermometer features an audible high alarm that can
be set from the simple to use seven-button keypad. The alarm
temperature is continuously displayed. The unit is designed to sit
on a worktop or can be attached to an appliance via the magnetic
pads at the rear of the instrument.
The thermometer is supplied with a high temperature probe and a
two metre stainless steel braided lead. The probe has an insertion
length of 150 mm (Ø4 mm) and incorporates a reduced diameter
tip to aid response time.
order code
810-060

description
oven thermometer & timer

specification
range
resolution
accuracy
battery
battery life
sensor type
display
dimensions
weight

oven thermometer & timer
0 to 300 °C
1 °C/°F
±2 °C (0 to 200 °C)
1.5 volt AAA
5000 hours
thermistor
triple custom LCD
21 x 75 x 128 mm
89 grams

Timers
count up/down & countdown
count up/down timers

These digital count up/down timers incorporate a louder
than average audible alarm.
The timers are fully programmable via three, easy to use
push buttons, allowing the user to set the time up to 99
minutes and 59 seconds or 19 hours and 59 minutes.
The timers are powered by a single AAA battery.
Each timer incorporates a pocket clip/foot stand.
order code
806-100
806-110

description
minutes & seconds timer
hours & minutes timer

waterproof countdown timer
This countdown timer offers IP65
waterproof protection. The
large digital display a
loud audible alarm, wi
variable volume control,
ideal in busy professiona
kitchens. The countdown
timer is programmable via
the keypad, allowing the
user to set times up to 99
hours, 99 minutes and
99 seconds. The timer
incorporates magnetic
pads and a keyhole
slot for wall-mounting
or attaching to an
appliance. The unit
is powered by a single
AAA battery.
order code
806-150

description
waterproof countdown timer
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OVEN THERMOMETERS AND TIMERS

Oven Timer

